
Digitalized 
incontinence care

Well-being for residents and caregivers

Digital solutions



You should be 
in control of your 
incontinence.
Having the right incontinence product isn’t just about feeling dry. It’s about 
feeling safe and in control - keeping your freedom. To be able to do what you 
want, when you want.

No matter if you are just dripping a little from time to time or need more 
extensive help, we can help you. We’ve developed the newest state-of-the-
art continence care technology: The digital ABENA Nova with MediSens 
technology.

Family visits and being in good company with friends and loved ones will simply 
feel better with the added comfort of knowing you’re safe from embarrassing 
leaks and unnecessary checks.

So, go ahead. Do more. Live more.
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Enjoy visits from family and friends.

Feel comfortable knowing that you have the best 
possible protection against leakages.

Increased happiness and the taste of the good life.

Absorb the feeling of a good atmosphere
- feel the “hygge”.



With ABENA Nova with  
MediSens technology, you’ll see 
and feel a renewed quality of life 
in your loved ones.
Thanks to ABENA Nova, a more dignified way of caring is 
available to the wearer. A disturbance-free night’s sleep 
helps them regain their quality of life and drive to rejoin 
society. As a family member, you’ll feel a renewed trust in 
the care given to your loved ones.

No unnecessary checks disturbing you during the night, 
you’ll simply be able to be you.

Welcome to 
the care of 
tomorrow.
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We’ve got you
Whether you’re a resident, a friend, a family member, or a 
caregiver, we know how much it means to have the best possible 
care available to you. And if the solution also cares for the 
environment; that’s even better.

Enjoy life

A big difference for friends 
and family

Feel empowered as  
a caregiver

We care for the planet, too

Because we care 
- all the way around
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This changes 
everything.  

For you, your family, 
and caregivers.
Are you dreaming of an incontinence 
product that is able to improve quality 
of life, works effectively, and is so 
intelligent that it can speak for itself? 
Well, we’ve got you.

ABENA Nova with MediSens actually 
does all that. The best part being that you 
can concentrate on enjoying the moment, 
and live life to the full, without having to 
check endlessly or worry about leakages.

Fewer leakages
Real-time data improves planning and  
decreases leakages and wet beds.

Integrated sensor
Integrated sensors, which don’t affect  
user comfort.

WetSens Monitoring
WetSens Monitor app continuously  
registers the degree of saturation 
and gives actionable insights.
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Smarter care.
Better nights.

Say goodbye to disturbing and unnecessary manual checks 
throughout the night. With ABENA’s improved leakage protection and 

digital intelligence, there’s no reason that everyone shouldn’t get a 
beautiful, peaceful, and healthy night’s sleep. 

 
Smarter care and better nights improve your mood and your immune 

system. It prevents weight gain, cardiovascular diseases, improves 
physical performance, and your memory*. 

ABENA Nova provides:
Less interruptions - Fewer leakages - Better sleep

*Short- and long-term health consequences of sleep disruption, 
Medic et al., 2017.8



FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council) is an international non-governmental organization dedicated to the promotion of responsible forest 
management worldwide. FSC®-certified products are made from raw materials from well-managed forests and responsible sources. The 
label’s traceability and integrity are upheld through stringent control measures, and by choosing FSC®-certified products, you help take care 
of forests and the people and wildlife that call them home. Visit www.fsc.org.

Nordic Swan Ecolabel is an official Scandinavian environmental label. Products with the Nordic Swan Ecolabel meet stringent environmental 
requirements with regard to raw material, production, use, documentation, and safety.

PEFC™ (Program for the Endorsement of Forest Certification) is a non-profit organization that promotes sustainable forest management. 
PEFC™ is the forest owners’ own organization, and its purpose is to help manufacturers and consumers choose sustainable wood.

* Note our incontinence products have different certifications and ecolabels.

A unique high-performance core ensures dryness

High-quality 
incontinence 

products

Digital 
intelligent 

high-quality 
incontinence 

products

Delivers 360-degree leakage protection

Wetness indicator with a graduation 
scale or with app notification (ABENA Nova*)

A snug fit allows for free movement

Remove unnecessary work for caregivers -

Save time every day -

Save money every day

Our extra guarantee  
-14 certifications  and ecolabels  certifications*

-

We’re here to help
High-quality products make a 
difference, and when you add 

innovative digital intelligence, the 
difference is astonishing.

*
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Dignified digital care 
takes the load off 
many shoulders.
With ABENA Nova, caregivers make 28% fewer changes and 84% fewer manual checks, 
leaving more time for quality care*. Management will also see financial savings within 
continence care, there will be more time for residents, and quality will increase. Further, the 
strain on caregivers is reduced.

With ABENA Nova everybody wins.

*Based on average findings from several case studies.10



Dignified digital care 
takes the load off 
many shoulders.
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Learn more about ABENA Nova at  
www.abenanova.com or simply scan 
the QR code with your mobile phone.

Literally 
a brainy 
solution.
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We’ve tested more than 3 million products. The results 
are impressive, proving remarkable benefits for users, 
caregivers, and management.

45 mins more quality care per resident per day

50 mins more quality care per resident per day

32 mins more quality care per resident per day

61 mins more quality care per resident per day

59 mins more quality care per resident per day

39 mins more quality care per resident per day

66% reduction in leakages

90% reduction in leakages

73% reduction in leakages

86% reduction in leakages

90% reduction in leakages

57% reduction in leakages

100% reduction in unnecessary manual checks

47% reduction in unnecessary manual checks

85% reduction in unnecessary manual checks

98% reduction in unnecessary manual checks

47% reduction in unnecessary manual checks

84% reduction in unnecessary manual checks

32% reduction in number of incontinence 
products

27% reduction in number of incontinence 
products

39% reduction in number of incontinence 
products

15% reduction in number of incontinence 
products

27% reduction in number of incontinence 
products

28% reduction in number of incontinence 
products

Based on average findings from several case studies.

The Netherlands

Germany

Denmark

Australia

Sweden

Worldwide case studies
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Reduce waste
for the planet.  
Thanks to ABENA Nova’s innovative, intelligent continence-care solution, 
it is possible to reduce product consumption, thereby saving money, and 
reducing unnecessary waste. 

Average findings from several case studies show, that ABENA Nova can 
reduce the number of incontinence products used by up to 28%*.
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* The digital incontinence product ABENA Nova with Medisens has been tested at nursing homes and specialty care 
institutions in the Netherlands, France, Germany, Norway, Sweden, USA, and Denmark. The figures above are average 
results from these case studies.
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We’ve got you
because we care.
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www.abena.com | www.abenanova.com

Learn more about ABENA Nova at  
www.abenanova.com or simply scan 
the QR code with your mobile phone.


